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Abstract The current text provides advice on the content of an article reporting a single-case design research. The advice is drawn from several sources, such as the Single-case research in behavioral sciences reporting guidelines, developed by an international panel of experts, scholarly articles on reporting, methodological quality scales, and the author’s professional experience. The indications provided on the Introduction, Discussion, and Abstract are very general and applicable to many instances of applied psychological research across domains. In contrast, more space is dedicated to the Method and Results sections, on the basis of the peculiarities of single-case designs methodology and the complications in terms of data analysis. Specifically, regarding the Method, several aspects strengthening (or allowing the assessment of) the internal validity are underlined, as well as information relevant for evaluating the possibility to generalize the results. Regarding the Results, the focus is put on justifying the analytical approach followed. The author considers that, even if a study does not meet methodological quality standards, it should include sufficiently explicit reporting that makes possible assessing its methodological quality. The importance of reporting all data gathered, including unexpected and undesired results, is also highlighted. Finally, a checklist is provided as a summary of the reporting tips.
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Informes en diseños de caso único: consejos en base a las peculiaridades metodológicas y estadísticas de los diseños

Resumen El texto proporciona consejo sobre el contenido necesario para aquellos artículos que informan sobre estudios que utilizan diseños de caso único. El consejo se basa en diferentes fuentes, como Single-case research in behavioral sciences reporting guidelines,
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In the current text we assume that the reader is already familiar with the main features of single-case designs (SCD), as described in depth in Barlow, Nock, & Hersen, 2009; Gast & Ledford, 2014; Kennedy, 2005; Kratochwill & Levin, 2014; Vannest, Davis, & Parker, 2013; see also Bono & Arnau, 2014 for a textbook in Spanish) and that s/he is an applied researcher considering the use of SCD or already with experience in the field. Thus, we assume that the reader is mainly interested in the key aspects that need to be reflected in the report describing a SCD study.

Recommendations about reporting

Reporting resources

When a research is performed and its results are to be shared publicly, it is important that the report reflects in a transparent way the process followed in order to make possible: (a) the assessment of the study’s internal and external validity that each reader can perform independently, and (b) replicating the study, if considered necessary. The Single-case research in behavioral sciences reporting guidelines (SCRIBE; Tate et al., 2016) should be document of reference, because it is the result of a collaboration of an international panel of experts via a Delphi study. However, the Scribe is intended to refer to “minimum reporting standards” (Tate et al., 2016, p. 11), whereas we here point at some points that have been suggested, in several scholarly articles, for inclusion in a report. In what follows, we refer to different pieces of the article, paying special attention to the Method and Results sections. The Method section is crucial for evaluating the quality of the evidence provided by the study (Tate, Perdices, McDonald, Togher, & Rosenkoetter, 2014), whereas the Results section may entail certain complications due to the variety of analytical approaches and lack of consensus in the SCED context. A summary of the pieces of advice is presented in Appendix A in the form of a checklist.

Introduction, conclusion and abstract

For these three parts of the text, the rules usually followed for any kind of empirical psychological research are applicable to SCD. We recommend Sternberg (2003), for a textbook on the topic.

Introduction

This section should include a specification of the problem of interest and how it has been studied previously, plus what does the evidence published in peer-reviewed literature suggests about each of the approaches for dealing with the problem. It is also necessary to provide a rationale for choosing one of the existing approaches or for proposing a new one. Part of the theoretical framework are the definitions of the relevant terms, introducing any necessary abbreviations (Sternberg, 2003), but not too many, unless they are very common in the field (e.g., MBD, ATD are common abbreviations for designs and PND is a widely known abbreviation of a nonoverlap index for quantifying the difference between conditions). At the end of the Introduction aims are clearly specified, as well as any formal hypothesis, if available. If the structure of the article is complex or unusual, it is important to present its organization at the end of the Introduction. Finally, regarding the bibliographic basis, the authors should ensure that the references used are relevant, sufficient, and (at least some of them) recent.

Discussion

In this section it is necessary to relate the results to the aims and to compare these results with previous findings (Wolery, Dunlap, & Ledford, 2011). In case there are formal hypothesis postulated in the Introduction, the authors have to distinguish expected results from unexpected ones and explicitly state which explanations of the results are
made ad hoc or post hoc (Sternberg, 2003). Furthermore, a discussion of threats to internal validity and the possibility to generalize the results is called for. In relation to this point, limitations (foreseen by the design and unforeseen) should be explicitly stated, as well as specific lines for future research. Finally, theoretical and/or practical implications should be derived, whenever possible.

Abstract

It should be written after all other text is completed, in order for the author to be able to clearly understand the main aspects of the text and the main contribution of the study. Such understanding is basic for being able to transmit it to the reader. The abstract should contain information about the research question, population, design, intervention, target behavior, results, and conclusions (Tate et al., 2016).

Additional information

The author’s note has to contain information about funding and the role of funders (Tate et al., 2016). It is possible to include an Appendix with an instrument used that is not easily accessed or with additional results (Sternberg, 2003).

Method – design and intervention

Many different single-case designs exist, but the most frequently used ones, according to several reviews (Hammond & Gast, 2010; Shadish & Sullivan, 2011; Smith, 2012) are multiple-baseline design (MBD), ABAB, and alternating treatments designs (ATD), whereas less frequently used designs include changing criterion, simultaneous (parallel) treatments designs, and multitreatment (e.g., ABCB) designs. All these descriptors of the design are useful and usually not ambiguous. However, what can be less informative is the term of the general type of design into which a specific design is classified. For instance, the MBD has been called a simultaneous replication design (Ongena & Edgington, 2005), a time-lagged design (Hammond & Gast, 2010), and an individual intervention design (Wolery et al., 2011). The ATD has been called an alternation design (Ongena & Edgington, 2005), a comparison design (Hammond & Gast, 2010) and a comparing interventions design (Wolery et al., 2011). Finally, the ABAB design is usually called “withdrawal” or “reversal design”, although Hammond and Gast (2010) use the term “reversal” only when the design involves “applying the independent variable to one target behavior in baseline and another target behavior during intervention.” (p. 189). Besides the name, it is also recommended to provide the rationale for using the specific design chosen (Wolery et al., 2011) and to make explicit the number of within-study attempts to demonstrate the treatment effect, which is a critical feature for establishing experimental control across quality standards (Maggin, Briesch, Chafouleas, Ferguson, & Clark, 2014). In case the analytical procedures stems from time-series analysis, it has to be specified whether measurements were obtained at uniform intervals (Smith, 2012). Moreover, Skolasky (2016) recommends reporting whether there were wash-out periods before introducing or after withdrawing an intervention. Finally, it has to be stated whether the sequence of phases and their shifts were determined a priori or were data-driven (Tate et al., 2016).

Method – participants and setting: favor the assessment of external validity

The basic feature which all reports include is the number of participants, given that replication is crucial for both internal and external validity (Smith, 2012; Tate et al., 2013). We here refer to the number of participants that started the study, given that it is also necessary to describe when and why participants left the study or the intervention, in case this happened (Tate et al., 2016).

Additionally, when writing a report, the authors should consider that their study can be included in future meta-analyses, which are useful for establishing the evidence basis of interventions (Jenson, Clark, Kircher, & Kristjansson, 2007). This has consequences on the features of the participants that need to be described. For instance, one of the respected tools for assessing the methodological quality of systematic reviews, AMSTAR (Shea et al., 2007), includes items that prompt including relevant characteristics of the participants such as age, race, sex, relevant socioeconomic data, disease status, duration, severity, or other diseases. Romeiser-Logan, Slaughter, and Hickman (2017) stress the importance of reporting participant characteristics, so that each practitioner can decide to what extent the findings are related to their current client. Similarly, the Risk of Bias in N-of-1 Trails scale (RoBiNT; Tate et al., 2013, 2015) also highlights the same participant characteristics, although it refers to the etiology of the problem and its severity (which can be related to status and duration). Another aspect relevant is an assessment of the factors that maintain the problem behavior during the baseline (i.e., in absence of intervention). Regarding the access and admission of participants, it is important to state the inclusion and exclusion criteria (Wolery et al., 2011) and whether and how informed consent was obtained (Tate et al., 2016).

Besides participants’ characteristics, the RoBiNT scale (Tate et al., 2013) includes an item requiring the description of the setting, both general (e.g., hospital, school, research laboratory) and specific environment (e.g., characteristics of the room, materials used, people present). In case such information is provided, the article will not only be assigned a higher score in methodological quality scales, but it will also favor assessing to what settings, participants, and target behaviors the results can be generalized.

Method – instrument: the dependent variable described

In SCD, measurements are frequently obtained by direct observation and the observational procedures followed (e.g., event coding, partial interval recording with a given interval length) need to be described, because they are relevant both in terms of interobserver agreement (IOA; Rapp, Carroll, Stangeland, Swanson, & Higgins, 2011) and in
terms of the quantifications of effect (Pustejovsky, 2015). The behavior to be observed has to be operatively defined providing examples and counterexamples of human actions that will or will not be counted as instances of the target behavior. IOA has to be assessed for at least 20% of the observational sessions and the exact quantification depends on the observational procedure followed (Hott, Limberg, Ohrt, & Schmit, 2015). IOA has to be reported both as an average and a range and the authors should be aware of the minimal standards: 80% percentage agreement and 60% Cohen’s kappa (Horner et al., 2005).

If self-report measures (e.g., questionnaires, inventories, scales) are used, it is important to provided references to the manuals of the instruments, along with information about the sub-scales included (ideally provide examples of items; e.g., Bailey & Wells, 2014), and their psychometric properties (e.g., internal consistency, test–retest reliability). If an instrument is used in a population different from the one in which it was initially validated, it is relevant to mention whether any formal validation has taken place for the target population and/or to specify whether the original instrument has been translated and back translated (e.g., Callesen, Jensen, & Wells, 2014). Moreover, reporting cut-off scores representing normal vs. pathological functioning is also important in order to assess the potential practical significance of the intervention effect (e.g., Fitt & Rees, 2012). Finally, it is important to mention whether any additional measures are taken to explore the generalization of the effects of the interventions to behaviors and contexts that were not object of the treatment (Tate et al., 2015).

When a daily diary (e.g., Wells, 1990) or performance in tasks in which there is an objective correct answer (e.g., Tunnard & Wilson, 2014) is used, a description of the target behaviors is also required. For data gathered via technological devices it is important to describe those (Tate et al., 2016) and to report whether training of the participant in the use of the device took place (Smith, 2012) and whether the device failed at any point (Hott et al., 2015).

**Method – intervention: the independent variable described**

Procedural fidelity should be subjected to an independent assessment (Hott et al., 2015), just like the recording of the dependent variable. The importance of procedural fidelity is based on the need to implement research-supported interventions in typical environments as they were intended to be used (Ledford & Gast, 2014) and, thus, an ethical aspect is involved: not to offer a sub-optimal service to the person in need. Moreover, delivering the intervention accurately helps establishing the causal relation with the changes in the target behavior (Ledford & Wolery, 2013). Ledford and Gast (2014) recommend reporting procedural fidelity separately for each step, (e.g., percentage of behaviors correctly performed as assessed using observation and a checklist; Tate et al., 2015), for each participant and for each condition (baseline and intervention), distinguishing behaviors that have remain the same across conditions and behaviors that have to change due to being part of the intervention. Any differences across participants in terms of procedural fidelity could be relevant for explaining differential response to and effectiveness of the intervention. Moreover, detecting steps which are not implemented as expected can be useful for identifying procedural components that are not practical for application by teachers, parents, etc. (Ledford & Wolery, 2013). Additional aspects that need to be reported are unforeseen changes in the participants and in the setting, not related to the treatment such as interruptions not due to the participant and change of medication (Hott et al., 2015).

Regarding treatment fidelity or adherence as a specific part of procedural fidelity, we recommend specifying whether a manual has been followed when applying the intervention, what the content of the different sessions was (e.g., McNicol, Salmon, Young, & Fisher, 2013), or in case the creator of the intervention also took part in the study (e.g., Callesen et al., 2014). Given that SCDs are flexible enough to allow for tailored interventions and changes in the conditions in response to the continuous measurements of the target behavior, such modifications need to be made explicit.

**Method – procedure: favor the assessment of internal validity**

The assessment the scientific quality of the studies in the context of a meta-analysis (see AMSTAR, Shea et al., 2007) would be made easier in case the authors explicitly state whether any randomization or counterbalancing of the order of the conditions has taken place, whether the researchers, participants, assessors (especially for overt behavior), and data analysts were blind to the aims, hypothesis, and specific conditions when performing their task.

In many SCDs, it is possible and methodologically desirable to introduce randomization in the design in order to strengthen its internal validity (Kratchwill & Levin, 2010). In terms of reporting, it is not sufficient to state that a design includes randomization, given that there are many different ways in which this randomization can be performed. For instance, focusing on MBD, there are several options for using randomization (Levin, Ferron, & Gafurov, 2016): (a) each participant can be assigned at random to one of the baselines (i.e., case randomization); (b) the starting point of the intervention can be determined at random, from a predefined set of options ensuring that the intervention start points do not overlap across baselines; and (c) case randomization and start point randomization can be combined. As another example of randomization, this time for ATDs, in one study (Schneider, Codding, & Tryon, 2013) conditions were assigned to measurement times by drawn them from a hat without replacement in, whereas in another study (Yakubova & Bouck, 2014) this was achieved by flipping a coin. In the randomization scheme in Schneider et al. (2013) each condition is present necessarily the same number of times and there is no more than one consecutive administration of the same condition. In contrast, according to the randomization scheme followed in Yakubova and Bouck (2014), the number of consecutive administrations of the same condition was restricted to two and it was possible to obtain an unequal number of measurement occasions per condition.

Another aspect that has to be made clear in case there is a series of AB designs in the study is whether data are
collected from the individuals concurrently with a planned staggered introduction of the treatment (as in a MBD) or the participants are studied consecutively, according to the moment in which they agree to participate in the study. The control for history as a threat to internal validity is much stronger for the MBD than for the non-concurrent AB replications (see Tate et al., 2015).

Method – data analysis: justification

The lack of consensus on the most appropriate data analyti-
cal procedures (Kratochwill et al., 2010) entails the need to justify the analytical decisions made (Tate et al., 2013) in relation to the hypothesis (Smith, 2012) or to the appropriateness of the analytical procedures for the data at hand. For instance, O’Neill and Findlay (2014) provide the following justification: “The start date of the intervention was randomly assigned within a window of two weeks by allocating the start date to one of three envelope-concealed consecutive Mondays. This indicated two potential statistical approaches, randomization statistics […] or non-overlap of all pairs […] The NAP statistic was chosen to compare baseline and intervention. […] It has evidenced ability to discriminate among typical single case research results and has been correlated with established indices of magnitude of effect including Cohen’s d’” (p. 371).

Actually, some analytical techniques are complex enough to require their own reporting guidelines. For instance, Ferron et al. (2008) suggest that when using multilevel models, it is necessary to report the number of units per level (measurements, participants, studies), whether any of the predictors has been centered, the process followed for defining the model and its formulaic descriptions, the estimation methods, algorithms, and software program used for obtaining the results, the method for estimating the degrees of freedom, the results of hypothesis tests for comparing models, point estimates and confidence intervals for the key parameters representing the differences between conditions.

It is also important to make explicit any relevant decisions made in the process of data analysis. For instance, Zelinsky and Shadish (2016) describe the decisions made when applying the BC-SMD for meta-analytical purposes studies using different designs: “[b]ecause the SPSS macro required pairs of baseline and treatment phases, we excluded any extra nonpaired baseline or maintenance phases at the end of studies (e.g., excluding the last A-phase from an ABA design). Finally, if the case started with a treatment phase, we paired that treatment phase with the final baseline phase from the end of that case.” (p. 5). As another example, Parker, Vannest, Davis, and Sauber (2011) describe the field test that they performed on a nonoverlap index as “[f]or complex, multiphase designs, only the initial A and B phases were included” (p. 293).

Results: raw data and all data

Given the variety of possible analyses, it is both common and expected (Tate et al., 2013) to report raw data in either tabular or graphical (readable) format so that further analyses can be performed on them (e.g., for demonstrating the different conclusions that may be reached by using different analytical options) and to enhance interpretation of effect sizes (Pek & Flora, 2017). Moreover, the availability of raw data also favors future meta-analyses. The importance of re-analyses can be seen in the research on software tools for retrieving (i.e., digitizing) single-case data from plots (e.g., Drevon, Fursa, & Malcolm, 2016; Moeyaert, Maggin, & Verkuilen, 2016).

It is important to report all data and results obtained and not only the ones that support the hypotheses, favor the intervention, or are more salient (i.e., p values below nominal alpha and large effect sizes). The practice of omitting certain results has been detected in single-case research (Shadish, Zelinsky, Vevea, & Kratochwill, 2016) and it is a form of publication bias, which does not refer only to meta-analyses. We recommend an ethical attitude, based on the idea that SCD research should get published if the methodology followed is correct regardless of the results obtained (MacCoun & Perlmuter, 2015) and also considering that SCD research should contribute to identifying which interventions are effective for whom and also which are not, in order to avoid suffering and wasting time and money. As an example of good practice, Fitt and Rees (2012) describe the characteristics of a participant who eventually did not complete the intervention. Finally, Skolasky (2016) suggest reporting whether there are missing data.

Results: software output

An initial task is to get to know the existing options for data analysis. This task includes two steps. First, it is necessary to get familiar with the basis, strengths, and limitations of the analytical options, as well learning from examples of their application.1 Second, it is important to know in which kind of software the analytical developments have been implemented. Although certain quantification can be obtained by hand calculation, the use of software eliminates the possibility of human error, in case the software code underlying the implementation is assumed to be flawless. A good starting point is the list of software tools available at https://osf.io/t6ws6/ (which is a continuously updated and expanded version of the list provided in Manolov & Moeyaert, 2016). This list includes freely accessible web-based applications, packages and code in R (R Core Team, 2016), code for SAS (http://www.sas.com/), analyses based on Microsoft Excel (https://products.office.com/en-us/excel) and on IBM SPSS (http://www.ibm.com/analytics/us/en/technology/spss/). For some of the analytical procedures, there have been tutorials created for guiding their use. For instance, for the between-cases standardized mean difference (BC-SMD; Shadish, Hedges, & Pustejovsky, 2014) there is a tutorial about the SPSS macro (Marso & Shadish, 2015) and about the Shiny web application (Valentine, Tanner-Smith, & Pustejovsky, 2016). Additionally, for many of the software tools based on R there is also a tutorial (Manolov, Moeyaert, & Evans, 2016).

1 See Appendix B for references to potentially useful texts.
A second task is to decide how to report the information provided by the software. A positive aspect of the existing software is that certain tools offer a combination of visual and numerical information. For instance, the application of the BC-SMD via the web site https://jepusto.shinyapps.io/scdhlm/ to one of the default data sets included (namely, the Rodríguez MBD data), leads to the output that we have combined in Fig. 1. As another example, see the implementation of piecewise regression (Center, Skiba, & Casey, 1985–1986) via https://manolov.shinyapps.io/Regression/ represented in Fig. 2. Additional examples are included in Manolov and Moeyaert (2016), where the figures represent direct output of the R code used.

Combining visual and quantitative information is desirable for five reasons. First, visual analysis alone has been criticized for lacking formal decision rules (Ottenbacher, 1990) and the evidence suggests that the agreement between visual analysts is insufficient (Ninci, Vannest, Willson, & Zhang, 2015). Second, visual analysis itself is usually accompanied by graphical aids (Miller, 1985) or by quantitative summaries of different aspects of the data such as level, trend, overlap, and variability (Lane & Gast, 2014). Third, there is considerable consensus on the need to analyze single-case data by both visual and statistical analyses (e.g., Fisch, 2001; Franklin, Gorman, Beasley, & Allison, 1996; Harrington & Velicer, 2015; Manolov, Gast, Perdices, & Evans, 2014). Even SCD quality standards usually include items on both visual and statistical analysis (Heyvaert, Wendt, Van den Noortgate, & Onghena, 2015). Fourth, presenting visual and numerical information jointly introduces objectivity to the visually-based decisions and makes possible validating the numerical summaries (Parker, Cryer, & Byrns, 2006) in relation to any salient data features (e.g., trend, outliers, variability). For instance, multilevel models have been used to augment visual analysis by providing quantifications and statistical significance (Davis et al., 2013), whereas visual analysis has been suggested for choosing the optimal multilevel model for the data (Baek, Petit-Bois, Van den Noortgate, Beretvas, & Ferron, 2016). Finally, for a masked visual analysis (Ferron & Jones, 2006), the graphical and the numerical expression of the results are inherently related (see, for instance, Lloyd, Finley, & Weaver, 2015).

**Results: reporting of intervention effect**

Kelley and Preacher (2012) emphasize the importance of reporting not only the point estimates of the (standardized or raw) effect size measures, but also their confidence...
interval, as has been generally recommended in psychology (Wilkinson & The Task Force on Statistical Inference, 1999). However, confidence intervals are available only for some indices such as the BC-SMD (Shadish et al., 2014) and for some nonoverlap indices (see Parker & Vannest, 2009, pp. 361–362). Additionally, it is relevant to specify the exact index used – for instance, there are several measures for quantifying data overlap (Parker, Vannest, & Davis, 2011) and several ways to compute a standardized mean difference (Beretvas & Chung, 2008; Shadish et al., 2014).

In terms of effect size interpretation, a review of benchmarks is provided by Kotrlik, Williams, and Jabor (2011), but it is not clear that such benchmarks are applicable to single-case data (Parker et al., 2005). For instance, Harrington and Velicer (2015) suggest alternative benchmarks for interpreting standardized mean difference values arising from single-case research. In relation to this aspect, Manolov, Jamieson, Evans, and Sierra (2016) offer a review of different ways in which benchmarks can be established to help interpreting the numerical outcomes.

If statistical significance is reported, it has to be clearly specified how a p value was obtained, because its interpretation is not necessarily equivalent. For instance, the p value of the Nonoverlap of all pairs (Parker & Vannest, 2009) stems from its correspondence to analytical procedures assuming random sampling and independent data, whereas the p value obtained in simulation modeling analysis (Borkardt & Nash, 2014) is based on Monte Carlo sampling or bootstrap, specifically taking the estimated autocorrelation into account and assuming normally distributed data. Still another option are randomization tests (Heyvaert & Onghena, 2014) in which the p value is based on the random assignment procedure that is part of the design and does not entail any distributional assumptions about the data. In that sense, Skolasky (2016) underscores the importance after stating the assumptions and the effect of not meeting them.

The outcome of a SCD study is not necessarily only quantitative. Regarding systematic visual analysis following the What Works Clearinghouse Standards (Kratochwill et al., 2010), indications have been provided about the specific questions that need to be answered (Maggin, Briesch, & Chafoules, 2013) and about the visual aids and quantifications regarding level, trend, variability, overlap, immediacy of effect, and consistency of data patterns that can make the assessment more objective (Horner, Swaminathan, Sugai, & Smolkowski, 2012; Lane & Gast, 2014). Moreover, as per Pek and Flora (2017), it is necessary to discuss whether the interpretation is made in terms of the operative definition (e.g., questionnaire scores) or in terms of the construct that supposedly underlies them.

Finally, regarding social validation, it has to be specified whether the intervention is feasible and socially important for clients; and whether they are satisfied with it (Hott et al., 2015): for instance, Fitt and Rees (2012) comment on the participants’ feedback on the therapy. Additionally, it has to be considered whether the implementation of the intervention is practical and cost effective (Horner et al., 2005).

**General personal tips on writing**

The main aspect in reporting is elaborating a text that honestly, clearly, and concisely states what has been done,
why, and with what outcome. Such clear and concise text makes it easier for readers and reviewers to understand and assess the contribution of a study and it also makes replications possible. In that sense, a text such as the current one is potentially useful for authors, reviewers, and journal editors (Tate et al., 2014). On the one hand, a badly written text can make a good study (i.e., scoring high in a quality standard) unpublishable. On the other hand, being aware of the aspects that need to be reported may prompt researchers to perform more methodologically sound studies. In that sense, we should aim to perform better studies and not only to write better texts. This is why in the current article, we stressed the importance of taking not only reporting guidelines into account, but also methodological quality indicators. Specifically, we have mainly followed the RoBINT scale (Tate et al., 2013), for which information is provided about its development and psychometric properties and it is also accompanied by an expanded manual (Tate et al., 2015). Moreover, this tool includes all methodological criteria reviewed by Maggin et al. (2014) for documenting an experimental effect and establishing generality. An additional relevant review of quality standards is performed by Smith (2012).

The best way to start writing is to start with the structure of the article (Luiselli, 2010), using headings and sub-headings. Afterwards, one gets motivated by one’s own progress by writing the easiest content first. It is also recommended to describe the steps of the study, as they take place instead of relying on memory later on.

Writing is improved with experience — by reading scientific literature, writing reports, and answering to co-authors’ and reviewers’ concerns. The text written does not have to be perfect from the beginning; it can be edited continuously. Making the text’s message clearer usually involves avoiding excessive extension and complication (Sternberg, 2003). Additionally, causing a positive impression is easier when refining, constructing and expanding on previous research rather than trying to demonstrate its uselessness and wrongness as a way of highlighting one’s own contribution. Finally, getting published becomes a less difficult task, when submitting to journals interested in the content (Luiselli, 2010) and when referring to previous studies from the same journal, as its readers are likely to be more familiar with those.

Finally, note that the recommendations provided should not be considered as definitive or the only ones possible. They are not the product of a consensus of group of experts, but rather a synthesis of advice provided by SCD applied researchers and methodologists in published documents, as well as being based on the experience of the author of the current text.

Appendix A. Checklist of aspects to include in the report

Abstract

- Research question
- Population
- Design
- Intervention
- Target behavior

- Results
- Conclusions

Introduction

- Domain of the research question and formal statement of the research question
- Theoretical and methodological approaches to the domain
- Previous evidence
- Justification of the need for the study
- Justification of the theoretical approach and intervention selected
- Aim and, if applicable, Hypothesis
- Explanation of the organization of the following sections, if complex or uncommon

Method

- Design:
  - descriptive name
  - number of attempts to demonstrate an effect,
  - determination of phase sequence and moments of change in phase – a priori or data-driven,
- Participants:
  - inclusion and exclusion criteria,
  - number of individuals who begin the study,
  - number of individuals who complete the study,
  - demographical characteristics (age, gender, ethnicity, relevant socio-economic data),
  - main features of the problem behavior (diagnostic, severity, duration, etiology, factors that maintain it, any previous or current medication taken for dealing with it)
- Setting: description of the general and the specific context
- Instrument: measurement of the main target behavior and secondary measures: according to what is applicable to the specific study:
  - Specifications about observational coding schemes and interobserver agreement
  - Psychometric properties of self-report measures (incl. presence of cut-off scores for distinguishing normal from pathological functioning)
  - Technological devices: type of information obtained, need for training
  - Diaries: tasks and indications for the participants elaborating them
- Intervention:
  - manual and/or steps followed;
  - result of the assessment of treatment adherence
- Procedure:
  - presence of blinding/masking of experimenter, observer, participant, data analyst,
  - presence of randomization and how random assignment was performed
  - presence of counterbalancing,
  - result of the assessment of procedural fidelity for each step, each condition, and each participant
  - unexpected events
- Data analysis: Justification of the approach followed, in relation to:
o type of effect expected (e.g., immediate and sustained vs. progressive effect)
o characteristics of the data pattern (e.g., trend, variability)
o design features (e.g., randomization)

Results

• Raw data in graphical or tabular format
• Step-by-step specification of how visual analysis was performed (should include any visual aids actually used by the data analyst in the process)
• Quantifications:
  o effect size measures with confidence intervals, if possible; p values, if desired by the researcher
  o clear identification statistical indices and tests used to obtain them
  o explicit mention of the rules followed for interpreting an effect as small vs. large.
• Assessment of social validity:
  o importance of the change for everyday life functioning,
  o opinion of the client and significant others,
  o applicability of the intervention in everyday contexts
• Additional figures and tables, whenever necessary

Discussion

• Interpretation of the results in relation to aims (and hypothesis), previous research, and theoretical approaches to the problem
• Limitations to internal and external validity
• Proposals for future research
• Theoretical and/or practical implications of the results

Appendix B. List of texts on single-case data analysis

One of the key aspects when reporting the data analytical strategy used is to justify the choice made in a way that would convince the reviewers of the manuscript. We encourage the interest reader to get acquainted with the different analytical options available, by consulting some of the following journal special issues.

Special Issues on single-case data analysis and meta-analysis:

• Evidence-Based Communication Assessment and Intervention Vol. 2, Issue 3 in 2008
• Journal of Behavioral Education Vol. 21, Issue 3 in 2012
• Journal of School Psychology Vol. 52, Issue 2, in 2014
• Developmental Neurorehabilitation: planned for 2017

Special Issues on single-case methodology and data analysis:

• Remedial and Special Education Vol. 34, Issue 1, in 2013
• Journal of Applied Sport Psychology Vol. 25, Issue 1, in 2013
• Neuropsychological Rehabilitation Vol. 23, Issues 3–4, in 2014
• Journal of Counseling and Development Vol. 93, Issue 4, in 2015
• Aphasiology Vol. 29, Issue 5 in 2015
• Remedial and Special Education (“Issues and Advances in the Systematic Review of Single-Case Research: An Update and Exemplars”): planned for 2017

Book summarizing data analytical options:


Articles summarizing data analytical options:
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